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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be an arbitrary set of real numbers, f a real-valued function defined 
on E. We denote by z+P,P = sP*~P(W) (1 <p < co, m = 1,2,...) the space 
of real-valued functions which are the m-fold integrals of functions in 
=!P = -Ep”(R).1 The main problems considered in this paper are the following: 
PROBLEM I. Under what conditions is there a function FE z+P,P such 
that F(X) = f(x) for x E E (in other words, an Zrnsp-extension of f) ? 
PROBLEM II. To determine existence and uniqueness of an extremal (or 
minimal) #“*p-extension F, for which JR 1 PF, ID is minimal. 
PROBLEM III. To characterize F, as the solution of a multipoint 
boundary-value problem. 
We will also consider the sP’~~- extension of a Taylor field on E. In this 
case we are given 
fo(x>~fi(x),~~.,fuc~c,-lo, x E E, (1-l) 
where ,u(x), the height of the field at x, is a positive integer < n2. We seek an 
Srn*p-extension of the field, that is, a function FE Zrngp such that 
(l/k !) PF(x) = h(x), x E E, k = 0, l,..., E”(X) - 1. (l-2) 
In 1934 [l] Hassler Whitney proposed and solved the following problem. 
Let E be a closed set, EC I = [a, b], f a function E + R, and nz a positive 
1 It should be observed that FE X’*vp does not imply F, DF,..., Dm-lF E .Yp. 
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integer. What are necessary and sufficient conditions that there exists a 
function F E %Q, b] such that F(x) = f(x) for x E E ? A necessary condition 
for the existence of such an extension is evidently the following. Let w’ be 
any limit point of the set E, let x,, , x1 ,..., x,,~ by distinct points of E and 
f(x F , x1 ,.~.) xv,) the ulz-th divided difference off at these points. Then it is 
necessary that 
limf(x, , x1 ,..., x,J exists as x0 ~ x1 ) . . . . x, 4 xi in E (13) 
or, as Whitney expresses it, the divided differences off of order I?? conrerge 
or? E. He proved that this condition is also sufficient (for related results 
see [Z-4]). The same condition is also necessary and sufficient for the P- 
extendability of the Taylor field (1. l), defined on the closed set E C 1, 1; the 
divided diRerence ,fO(x, , x1 )... , x,) is understood as an exter&d dis?ded 
difirence. That is, if &x0) > 1 we may assume x0 = x1 = ~.. = xi, for 
k d p(xO) and in the recursive definition of fO(xo , x1 ,..., .u,~,> the divided 
differencef,(x, , x1 ,..., x,) is replaced by f,(x,,). 
A slightly strengthened form of Whitney’s theorem in which E may be 
any subset of R, is proved in Golomb-Schoenberg [5], Assume f is a COG 
tinuous function E---f R (that is, the restriction of a continuous function 
R ---f R to E) and X is a dense subset of E, fX the restriction off to X. IflIT 
has an extension FE %F(R) then the restriction of F to E is ;t; hence F is 
also a F(W)-extension off. Therefore the strengthened version of Whitney-s 
theorem gives 
THEOREM (Whitney, Golomb-Schoenberg). Suppose E is an arbitrary 
subset OJ~ R, f a continuous function E -+ 53, X a dense s&set af E. f has an 
extension FE Urn(R) if and only 5f the divided differences f(~ ’ 0 > ’ 1 9 ‘.I -UP> Y . 
(xi E X) converge. Similarly, a TaylorJield (1. l), defined and continuous OIZ E, 
has a g<“(R) extensiorz if and only if the extended divided d$erencez 
fG(XO 9 x1 3’.., x,) (xc E Xj converge. 
This version of Whitney’s theorem is the analogue of Theorem 2.1 below, 
If E = Iw in the above theorem then F =J; and we obtain as a special case 
the 
COROLLARY (Brouwer, Golomb-Schoenberg). Suppose SE G!?(W) and K 
is a dense subset of R. f is in Urn(R) if and only iJ the divided d&erences 
f(&l 3 Xl ,-.., x3 (xi E X) converge. Similarly, a Taylor Jield (i.1): defined arzd 
corztinuous on R, is in W’QX) if and only {f the extendea’ divided dlrerences 
fc%l 3 Xl ,.*., x,) (xi E X) conoerge. 
The last proposition does not deal with a problem of extension, but of 
characterization. It was established (for the special case X = W), long 
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before Whitney’s theorem, by L. E. J. Brouwer in 1907 [6]. Similarly, there is 
an Z”+FQ-characterization theorem due to Riesz [7] for the case nz = 1, 
p arbitrary; to Schoenberg [g] for the case p = 2, m arbitrary; and to 
Jerome-Schumaker [9] for the general case. A necessary and sufficient 
condition is again given in terms of the divided differences off. 
THEOREM (Riesz, Schoenberg, Jerome-Schumaker). The function f is in 
SW p if and only if 
SUP "F If(Xi, Xi+l,~~*,Xi+m)lPh7z - Xi) < CQ 
i=l 
(1.4) 
for arbitrary n-tuples (n = m + 1, m + 2,...) xl < x2 < e.0 < x, in R. 
It is also shown in [9] that if fE V(R) then it is sufficient o require (1.4) 
only for equidistant n-tuples. This result is a special case of the sm*p- 
extension Theorem 3.3 below. Indeed,fE %‘(lR) is in %“~~(lF!) if the restriction 
off to some dense set X has an Znz,“-extension. 
2. FIRST SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS I AND II 
Suppose E is a finite set 
E = ix1 , xz v..., G-, Gl> 
where we assume n > m. By [9, p. 3641 the functionf: E - R has an Zn’~~- 
extension and, in particular, a unique extremal Zrn~~-extension, which we 
call the SBz~p-spline interpolating f (called p-spline in [9]). A characterization 
of the extremal extension F* as the solution of a multipoint boundary-value 
problem will be given in Section 4. 
If we have a Taylor field {fi} [see (1. l)] defined on the finite set E, of 
order <m - 1 (i.e., &xi) < m, xi E E), then one concludes again that a 
unique extremal Y@ln-extension exists, given by a function F* which 
satisfies the interpolation conditions (1.2). The corresponding multipoint 
boundary-value problem is also given in Section 4. 
A solution of Problem I of the Introduction may be given in terms of 
X”‘P-splines which interpolate f on finite subsets of E. 
THEOREM 2.1. The faction f with domain E C R has an Hn~~-extension 
if and only if 
s!P s / D”Fk jP < CO. (2.2) R 
Were F, denotes the 3Px”-spline that interpolates f on the finite subset e 
of E, and the supremum is taken over the class of all finite subsets. 
P~of. The proof is very similar to that of the corresponding theorem 
concerning S”‘3”-extension in [5]. Because Fe is the extremal &?“‘~p-extension 
of the restriction off to e, we have 
for any APJ’-extension F 0f.f. Thus, (2.2) is necessary. 
Conversely, assume (2.2) is satisfied. Then one shows in the same way as 
in [5] thatfis continuous. Let {x1, x2 ,...> b e a sequence dense in E, and let e, 
be the section {x1 ,..., x~}. Because of the minimizing property of the spline 
F, = Fe, the sequence {s 1 Dn”Fn 1 } p is monotone nondecreasing, and since 
it is bounded, the limit 
exists. If L = 0 then Dn’Fn = 0 for each n, F, E P’+l, hence Fm = F.,n+l = I=’ 
= F, is an (extremal) GP~P- extension off. If L > 0 then for arbitrary E, 
0 < E < 1, there exists NE such that 
since Q(Fn + F*,) interpolates f at the points of e, . Because Yp is uniformly 
convex, this implies 
J j D*F, - D”Fn, jP = O(E) as E + 0. (2.6) P 
Thus (D”“Fn> is a Cauchy sequence in Y p. It is known that Xnr’p with the 
norm 
is a Banach space. The sequence (F,} is Cauchy in this space, hence converges 
to some F, E JP~~. It follows that 
$2, DkF&) = DkF*(x), k = 0, l,...,m - ! (2.8) 
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uniformly on bounded sets, hence F&J = F,(xi) =f(xJ (i = 1,2,...), 
and since F, and f are continuous, 
F,(x) = f(x), x E E. (2.9) 
Thus, F, is an Z”,j’-extension off. 
From the proof of Theorem 2.1 it is evident that condition (2.2) can be 
weakened for continuous functions. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose {x1 ,xg ,. ..} is a dense subset of E, e, = {x1 ,..., xn), 
F, = Fe, is the zP~P -spline that interpolates the continuous function f on E. 
Then f bus an zP~P-extension if the sequence {JR j DinF, I”} is bounded. 
Problem II of the Introduction has a simple answer. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose condition (2.2) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied so that f 
has an JP’“‘P-extension. Then f has a unique extremal extension F* , and F, 
is the limit in the normed space JP,P of any sequence of ~P3P-splines On 
that interpolate f onJinite subsets 7n of E, if UN (jl?>n qla is dense in E. 
Proof. The AVp- extension F, constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
is clearly extremal. Suppose F is another extremal 9?“3p-extension. Then 
4-F + $F* is also an extremal extension off, thus 
\j, 1 D”F I~/~“’ f 11, 1 DmF, Ip/l” = /I, / D’nF+ D’nr;, ]PI”’ (2.10) 
and since A?p is strictly convex, this implies F = F, . It remains to prove 
the second part of the theorem. 
It is no restriction to assume 
UN n rln = jxl ,x2 ,...I. (2.11) 
11 >,v 
Let e, denote the section {x1 ,..., x,} and F, the spline that interpolates f
on e, . By the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have 
lim F, = F, n+o= (2.12) 
in the normed space Zm,p. We show next that 
lim s 1 Dnz@5n Ip = s, / DmF* Ip = L. Il*m w (2.13) 
Clearly, j 1 D’Q, ID < L for all n. The sequence (DQ,} is weakly compact 
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in the normed space A? m,g If (2.13) was not true then there would be a . 
subsequence {II”@,) that converges weakly, say to @$ ) and such that 
Since for each i = I 3 > -,..., @“(xi) =f(xi) for almost all Y, we have 
@*(xJ = j(xJ. Thus CD, is an Z. O1,“-extension off for which (2.14) holds, 
which is impossible. Therefore, (2.13) is proved. 
Let Fn be the A+P-spline that interpolates S on Q v .-. u ris . Then 
Yt/, -j. F, in the normed space A?JP, and since +(Gn + Y,) interpolates j 
on T%, we have 
Proceeding with On and ly, as with F, and Fn, in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
we conclude 
(2.16) 
hence @, ---f F, in the normed space Zmsp. 
If we take the special case E = R in Theorem 2.2, we obtain a general 
result concerning the convergence of spline interpolants of Z”,J’-functions. 
COROLL~Y 2.2. The finctionfE sPpl,p(Rj is the limit in the normed space 
2Pn+p of alzy sequence of SP~~~p -s lines that interpolate .f oiz finite sets qfi ? if 
UN rjnaiv 71~~ is dense in R. 
It is readily seen that all the results of Section 2 are also valid for the 
Taylor field (1.1) in place of the functionf. 
3. SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS I AND II IN SPECIAL CASES 
The numbers j- / DmF, lp are not easily calculated or even estimated, hence 
condition (2.2) is not practical as it stands. We establish other conditions for 
special cases. 
Suppose E is an infinite monotone sequence 
E: x,, < xl < x, < ‘a. 
or bisequence 
E: . . . < x-, < xg < x1 < *~. 
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inf (x~+~ - xi) 3 12-l, 
XiEE 
sup (xi+1 - Xi) < 12, 
ZiEE 
(3.2) 
are satisfied. We prove 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be one of the sets (3.la) or (3.lb) for which (3.2) 
holds and f a function E -+ R. There exists an ~m~~(R)-extension off if and 
only zj- 
z;E I f&i , Xi+1 ,..., Xi+dI p < a. (3.3) 
z 
The extremal #“Q-extension is F, = lim.F., (convergence in the norrned 
space %i7LpP), where F, is the 2 “yp-spline interpolating f on (x0 , x1 ,..., x,> 
in case (3. la), and on (x-, ,..., x0 ,..., xn} in case (3. lb). 
Proof. We give the proof only for the case (3.la). The proof goes through 
for the other case with little change. 
To prove the necessity of (3.3) suppose F is an YP’P-extension. Then 
f(& 2 xi+1 ,-**3 xi+ml = F(xi , xi+1 ,..., xi+,> 
= (Xi+m - x&l [mi+l ,***, xii-3 - Fe% ,a”, xz+mJl 
= (Xi+m - x&l CD”-OF - Dm-lF(&)]/(nz - l)!, 
(3.4) 
where 
Xi < 5i d X&m-l, xi+1 L 7; \ Xif7n < < 
Hence, by the use of (3.2), (3.4) and Holder’s inequality, 
xi+,,Jjp < h f (x+m - xi)-p+l 1 D”-OF 
i=O 
< h i (Q - &)-p+l 1 D”-‘F(Q) - 
i=O 
- D”-IF(&) 1 P 
D”-‘F&)1 P 
(3.5) 
for all n 3 m, and the necessity of (3.3) is proved. 
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To prove the sufficiency of condition (3.3) we construct, for each n > 3~: 
a function H, E Pm371 such that 
and 
for some constant K. Because of the minimizing property of the spiine 
interpolant F, we have j 1 DmFn /IO < J 1 D”H, 12, hence by (3.7) and (3.4) 
the sequence {s j D”‘F, I”> is bounded. By Theorem 3.1 we conclude that f 
has an A?J-extension and that the extremal extension is F* = lim .F, . 
To construct the functions H, we introduce functions Gi (i = 0: 1 ,.L.) 
with the following properties: 
G E w~l--l( RI \ IS 
G,(x,) = 0, j=i+ 1? i + 2:..., t + m - 1> 
Gi(xj ) xj+* ,..., xj+J = sij , j = 0, 1, 2,.. ., 
Gi(x) = 0, x < x; T !3.8) 
D3,m-1Gi(~) = 0, xi ,( x < xi+m , 
D”G&) = 0, X.ifill < x. 
We show below that there is a unique function Gi with these properties and 
that, furthermore, there is a constant C such that 
sup I D”G,(x)I < C, i = 0, 1, 2,... . 
zeKQ 
Then let P E .P-l be determined so that P(xJ = f(x;> (j = 
and define 
n--m 
H, = P + c f(xi , xitl ,..., x;+~) Gi , 72 = II?, 771 L ! 1 
i=O 
By (3.8) we have 
Hn(xj) = P(Xj> = f(Xj> for j = 0, l,..., 771 
and 
(3.9) 
0, I,.... I?? - i) 
. . (3.10) 
f, 
H&j >..., - j+m x. -) = f(Xj )...) Xj,?,“) for j = 0, I,..., II - i??. 
f540/5i3-3 
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Therefore, (3.6) holds and since for j = 0, l,..., rz - 1 
min(j;n-ni) 
D”H,(x) = c f (Xi )...) xitm) D’%(x), Xj < X < Xj+l (3.11) 
i=max(o,j-m+l) 
we have, by (3.9), 
I ~~nazw s cc Ifbi ,..a, xi+r&>l; 
hence 
and 
(3.12) 
n-m 
< Gmh C If (xi ,..., x~+~AP, 
i=O 
which proves (3.7) with K = C,mh. 
It remains to construct functions Gi with properties (3.8) and (3.9). We 
first determine, for i = 0, l,..., numbers yi,o ,..., yi,m-l such that 
[Xi 3 Xi+1 ,‘.., xi+llL ; 0, o,..., 0, Y&O1 = 1, 
I-G,, 3 xi+2 ,...> xi+m+1 ; 0,b., Y&O, Yi.ll = 0, 
. . . (3.13) 
[%,-m--l ? xi+nz ,..*, Xi+zm-I ; 0, Y&O ,..., Yim-11 = 0. 
Here [x0 ,..., X~ ; 3yo ,..., JQJ denotes the k-th divided difference of a function 
which has the value yi at xi (i = 0, l,..., k). Using the formula 
6 - [1/n (x0 - XJ] h, + [1/n (Xl - xd] s,, e,.q...r,, 
j#O j#l 
+ *-* + [l/jFc h - XJ] s,, (3.14) 
for the divided difference operator, one sees how the numbers 
Yi,o 3 Yi,l 3..., JJ~,+~ are found successively so that (3.13) is satisfied. One also 
sees that because of (3.2) there exists a constant C, such that 
I Yi,j I G G > i = 0, l,...; j = 0, I)...) nz - 1. (3.15) 
We next determine a polynomial yi E .P+l such that 
Pi(Xi+m+J = 4’ii 7 j = 0, I,...> 172 - I. (3.16) 
Using the fact that, for any interval I, 
we conclude, using (3.2) and (3.15), that the sequence (i I)~(x~+,&} is bounded. 
More generally, there is a constant C, such that 
I ~jPi(Xi+m)l G c3 2 i = 0: l,...; j = 0, I,..., nz - 1. (3.18) 
Finally we determine, for each i = 0, l,..., a polynomial 4i E P3+-8 such 
that 
Djq,(x,) = 0, 
qi(xi+r> = 0, j = 0, I,...: 177 - 1, (3.19) 
D”q((xf+,iJ = Djpi(Xf+)J. 
Clearly such a polynomial exists, for example, we may set 
m-1 
qi(X) = (X - %i).)n n (X - .Y@j) Qi(%), 
j-1 
(3.20) 
where Qi E P-l is determined so that the fast n? conditions (3.19) are 
satisfied. Using (3.2) and (3.18) one concludes that there exists a constant C 
such that 
We are now ready to define the functions 6; : 
GJx) = 0 x < X( ) 
= qdx> xi < .Y < .xi+,,, 5 (3 22) 
= Pi(X) .G+m < x. 
Then Gi E V-l(R) [observe (3.19)], and Gi is seen to satisfy all the other 
conditions (3.8). Since PGi(x) f 0 only for xi < x < x;+,, , (3.9) is identical 
with (3.21). This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
We now prove a theorem, similar to the preceding one, but concerned 
with the Zm,“-extension of Taylor fields. We are given again a sequence like 
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(3.Ia) or a bisequence like (3. lb) and we assume that condition (3.2) is 
satisfied. For each point x E E we are given p(x) < nz functions 
and we seek a function FE Xm3g(l%) which induces on E the field (3.23), 
that is, 
(l/k !) DLF(x) = f&x), XEE, k = 0, l,..., p(x) - 1. (3.24) 
To formulate the following theorem it is convenient o modify the notation. 
The point x E E will be called a &)-fold node and it is given ,u(x) different 
labels indexed successively. Thus we have an infinite sequence 
or a bisequence 
with strings of equalities no longer than ~1. The function f defined on E, 
is now multivalued. If x E E is the initial element of a string of p(x) equalities 
in (3.25) then there are p(x) values fo(x),fi(x),...,f~~3c,-1(x> assigned to it. 
The function F on R extends (or interpolates) {f} if 
(l/k!) DkF(x) = fk(x), XEE, k=O,l,..., p(x)--. (3.26) 
We define the extended differencef(xi , xi+1 ,..., xi+,) for the multivalued 
function f as follows. Suppose pi is the unique polynomial of degree m for 
which 
(1 /k !) D”p,(xj) = fJ(~j), j = i, i + l,..., i + in, k = 0, l,..., V(Q) - 1, 
(3.27a) 
where u(xj) is the number of times .x~ appears in the sector xi < xi+1 < *.* 
< xifm of E. Then we set 
f(& 3 xi+1 >*.., ~i+m) = (l/n~!) D”‘pi. (3.27b) 
If F is a function in %?R’+l(R), the extended divided difference 
4~ , xi+1 ,..., xifrn) is defined in analogous fashion. If Pi E 9” is such that 
D”Pi(xj) = D”F(xj)y j = i, i + l,..., i + m; k = 0, l,..., v&) - 1 
(3.28a) 
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then 
F(Xi ) X&l ~...) xi+nT) = (l/m!) IPPi * (3,2&b) 
F(xi ,..., xi+%) can also be obtained as the knit of divided differences with 
distinct arguments J’~ ,..., yi+np , by letting v(Xj) - 1 of th.e y’s coalesce at 2~~ 
(j = i,..., i + m). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E be one of the sets (3.25a) 01’ (3.25b) of mu&&e i&eef 
[muIti~&zity p(x) < n?] for which 
(3.34) 
holds and let the Taylor field {.f.} of order < nz - 1 be dej%zed on E [i.e., the 
multivalzced function f with values fO(x), J;(x),..., fu(z.-l(x) at x E El. rhere 
exists a function FE LZ?~*~(R) that induces the Taylor Jield (f> on E [i.e.. 
(l/k!) lYF(x) = fJx) for x E E, k = 0, l:..., p(x) - I] ifand only i,i” 
The extrernal A?“~~“-extension s F, = iim F, (convergence in the roomed 
space Xm.p), where Fn is the Zmrp- spline interpolating the Taylor field (j) 
on e, = {x, , x 1 ,..., x,) in case (3.2Sa), mzd on (x-, ,...? x, ,..., x,j in case 
(3.25b). 
Remark. Condition (3.30), in form identical with (3.3), differs from the 
latter because of the presence of equalities among the arguments xi f’.., X~+~ D 
There are exactly p(xi) terms in (3.30) involving the point xi . This condition 
was conjectured by Schoenberg [lo] for the special case 
p = 2, E = Z, p(x) = constant = 2, t?z > 2. 
Proof. We prove Theorem 3.2 for the case where E is the sequence 
0 = x0 < Xl < x;? < ... ; Xi+1 - Xi = 0 or 1. (3,31) 
The modifications needed in proving the general case are technical in nature 
and are well illustrated by the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
To prove the necessity of (3.30) assume P is an Z”~z~P-extension. Then it 
follows from the definition of the extended divided diiferences that 
f(Xi) x;+1)... , xm) = (xiM2 - xi)” [F(x,+, ?... 3 xi+,,,) - F(xi y...) xi+,-31 
= (X~+~ - x&l [P-‘F(qJ - D”-*F(z$J]/(nz - 1) !, (3.32) 
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where 
Xi d Ei < Xi+m-1 , Xi+1 d rli d Xi+m 
(observe that xitnz rf xJ. From here on one proceeds as in (3.5) and obtains 
(3.30). 
We now assume (3.30) is satisfied. The arrays 
xg < X, < ... < A-.&-_l (3.33a) 
and 
xi < xi+1 < ... < Xi+Zm-_l (3.33b) 
differ by a translation if and only if there is the same configuration of 
equalities and inequalities in (3.33a) as in (3.33b). There are no more than 
a finite number M of different configurations. Hence (3.33b) is congruent 
to one of M configurations (3.33a), which we label X1 ,..., X, . Let us 
consider one of them 
x: xg < x1 ,( ..a < x?&+_l . 
We construct a function G with the properties (compare (3.8)) 
(3.34) 
G E P+1(R), 
G(xJ = 0, j = 1) 2 )...) 177 - 1) 
G(xi 9 X~+I T*..) Xjtm) = &j 9 j = 0, 1, 2 )..., 
G(x) = 0, x < 0, (3.35) 
D3=lG(x) = 0, 0 < x -=C X,,? , 
D"G(x) = 0, x, <x. 
We make the convention that if xj appears vj times among x1 ,..., x,_~ then 
the second equation above means DkG(xj) = 0 for k = 0, l,..., vj - 1. 
Similarly, G(xj ,..., xj+3 is to be interpreted as an extended divided difference. 
To construct G, we first determine, as in (3.13) numbers yO, y1 ,..., Y,~_~ 
such that 
[% 3 Xl ,..., xn2 ; 0, o,..., 0, 3’01 = 1, 
bl , x2 ,*.., &,*+1 ; 0, OY.., 3'0 3 UII = 0, 
. . . (3.36) 
The divided differences in (3.36) should be interpreted as extended divided 
differences, as defined above. If, for example, xi < xi+1 = **. = x,, , then 
[x0 9 Xl ,***, x7?, ; 0, O,..., 0, y,] denotes the extended divided difference of a 
function g, for which Djcp(q) = 0 forj = O,..., 1~ - i - 1 and D”-i~(xi) = yO. 
We next determine p E P-l such that 
P(Xm+J = Yj 3 j=o, 1 )...) nz - 1. (3.37) 
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For multiple nodes these equations should be interpreted as similar ones 
above. For example if x,, = x.,,+~ = ... = x?rzLCL--l then the first p equations, 
(3.37) mean: Dp(x?J = yj for j = 0, l,..., p - 1. 
Finally we determine 4 E P3m-2 such that 
D’q(0) = 0, 
&j) = 0, j = 0,l ,...) ??I - 1, (X8) 
~w4 = ~JP(&J 
with the same conventions concerning multiple nodes as above. In particular, 
if xi < xi+l = ... = x,, then the last equation is understood to mean 
Dl+n~-i-lq(Xin) = ~j+"-i-lp(x,). 
We now define 
G(x) = 0, x < 0, 
= q(x), 0 < x < xii, ) (3.34) 
= P(X), x, < x. 
Then G satisfies all the conditions (3.35). If we carry out the described 
construction for each of the distinct configurations X1 ,..., X, (3.34) we 
obtain functions Gl,..., GM. If the array xi .< xifl < I.~ < xiiLm--l is con- 
gruent to Xi, we set 
G,(x) = Gi*(x - xi). (3.40) 
We then have by (3.35) 
G<(x,+j) = 0, j = 0, l,..., i?? - 1, 
Gi(~i+f 2 Xi+j+l y...y Xi+j+m) = a,j 7 
i:3.4Ij 
j = 0, 1, 2,... . 
Let now P E P*l-l be determined so that P(x,) = f (xJ (j = 0, l,..., I?? - l), 
with interpretation concerning multiple nodes as above, and set 
By (3.41) we have 
and 
Hn(Xj) = P(Xj) = f(X;) (j = 0, l,..., )?I 
hence 
ffn(Xi) = f(xd i = 0, I,..., 12. 
- 
(3.43) 
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This means that, when restricted to the subset {x,, ..., x,} of E, the function 
H, induces the given Taylor field {fj. 
By (3.35) and (3.42), 
min(i.n-d 
D”H&) = 1 f(xt ,.“, xi+m) ~“Gi(-G, xj < X < Xj,l . (3.44) 
i=max(O.j--n+l) 
Since each of the functions Gi is a translate of one of the functions Gl,.... c”, 
and since D”Gj has its support contained in [0, nz] it follows that the sequence 
E; I D”‘GiWl, i = 0, 1, 2,... (3.45) 
is bounded. We can then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and con- 
clude that the sequence {j 1 D”H, I”} is bounded. By Theorem 2.1, this 
proves the sufficiency of condition (3.30). 
In the next theorem we deal with a set of the form 
E= fi e,, e, = {xln < x2* -=C -*a -C xt(,)}, 0 < xin < 1. (3.46) 
n=1 
We assume that each e, includes the m points x1 ,..., x,~ and that 
lim max {xln, xzn - xln,..., x&,j - x&n)-1 , 1 - xGcn,) = 0, n+a (3.47) 
min (X:+1 - xlB)li=l,.m~,l)_l (xY+tl - Xin) 2 8 > 09 l? = 1, 2,... . 
i=l,...,N(nbl 
(3.48) 
We say, E is a family of quasiuniform partitions e, , dense in [0, 11. As 
before, let the function f: E -+ R be given. Because of (3.47) f is densely 
defined in I = [0, 11. Iffhas an Zm3”(R)-extension thenfis continuous and 
its uniquely defined continuous extension F to I is in ‘+P-‘(~. Clearly, the ^ 
extremal &+l>p-extension F% off is given by 
= F(x), 
x < 0, 
O<x<l, (3.49) 
97-l 
= c L D’“F(l)(x - l)“, 
k=o k! 
1 <x. 
Thus, f has an &+p- extension if and only if F E 39”(I). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let E be a family of quasiun$orm partitions e, , dense in 
[O, I], andf a continuous fkzction E + R. The contb~uous extenston F of-f io 
I = [O, l] is in SJ?“~~P(I) if and only if 
Add--m 
sup c / f(xi”, x:+1 )...) xi”;Ji” (SF+,,; - xi”) < 05. (3. SO> 
II i=l 
The extremal ~m~P(R)-extension F, off is given by (3.49) and also by 
F, = lim F, (convergence in the normed space A@~“), where F;, is the s%@~~‘.~‘- 
spline that interpolates f on {x~~~~,...~ x&>. 
Proof. The proof of the necessity of condition (3.50) is very much iike 
that of condition (3.3), and is also contained in [9], hence omitted. To prove 
sufficiency we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and construct functions 
Hn, E s’P’~(I) such that 
for some constant K. Then JOB / DmF, Iv < s1 [ D’“H, 19 and it follows from 
(3.50) and (3.51) that the sequence {s 1 D*E;, j “> is bounded. It follows readily 
that the sequence {F,) is bounded and equicontinuous on L Let (f;l.(xj) be a 
subsequence such that lim F,(x) = F,,(x), x E I. From the weak compactness 
of the sequence (Fn) in X?msp with norm (2.7) it follows that FO E ~?:p(l-)~ 
Since FYW) =f(v) and since Uv,e=l,...,N(v)-nl+l (x,~> is dense in Iwe conclude 
F. = F, hence FE Z”,P(Z). That lim F, = F, (in -Z”>p) follows now in the 
same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
To construct the functions H, we determine, for IT = 1, 2,... and 
i = 1, 2,..., N(n) - 2~2 i 1 numbers y$ ,..., .Y;,+~ such that 
[q’n, x? *+I ‘...) xy+T; ; o> O?..., 0, ylo] = I, 
[x;+l ) x:+2 )...) x;+L+,*l ; 0, o,..., y:$ ) yy,l] = 0, (3.52) . . . 
[x-:*,,-l ) x::, )...) X;+2m-l ; 0,go )...) y&-J = 0. 
As in (3.15) one concludes, using (3.48), that there is a constant K, such that 
I y;,; 1 < K,h;-l, r-1 = 1:2 i...> i = 1, 2,..., N(n) - 2m + I, 
j = 0, I)...) 172 - 1, (3.53) 
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where we have set 
Jz, = m:x (x:+~ - xin). (3.54) 
Next we determine polynomials pin E Pl-r and qin E Pm--2 such that 
and 
Pi”(x~+m+d = 4’: 
D’qin(xin) = 0, n = 1, 2,..., 
(3.55a) 
qi”(xi”+j) = 0, i = 1, 2,..., N(n) - 2m + 1, (3.55b) 
Diqi”(xi”+m) = D’p,“(x;+“,,). 
Using (3.53), we find that there is a constant K, such that 
max 
xin z&x e’t 
I Dmqin(x)l < Kz, n = 1, 2 )..., i = 1, 2 )...) N(H) - 2il2 + 1. 
z-bm (3.56) 
Finally, let P, E P-l be such that Pn(xi(z) =f(q”) (i = I,..., m) and 
where 
ivh--em.+1 
H, = P, + zl f(xi”, x:+1 ,..., x:+,> G”, (3.57a) 
Gin(x) = 0, x < xp, 
= qiw, xin < x < xy+,, ) (3.57b) 
= Pin(x), XT+, < x. 
Then it is seen that H.n(xin) =f(xp) for i = l,..., N(n) - nz + 1, H, E s?‘~~(Z), 
and because of (3.47) and (3.56) 
s N(n)--Bw7+1 1 D”H, 1’ < KsJl, z1 I fW,.-., xin,nr I 
(3.58) 
hen)-2n+1 
< K 1 1 f(xiR,..., x;++,)j” (x;+“,, - xin). 
i=l 
for some constants KS , K. Thus H, satisfies conditions (3.51) and the theorem 
is proved. 
4. EXTREMAL X"'s"-EXTENSIONS AS SOXJTION~ OF 
BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS 
Let $ E + R have an P-P-extension, hence a unique extremal Pn’.~~- 
extension F, . Since f must necessarily be continuous ,f has a unique con- 
tinuous extensionf to the closure E of E, and F* is also the extremal %@!~a= 
extension off. Thus in this section, where we assume the extensibility off, 
it is no restriction to assume that the domain E of,xis closed. For abbreviation 
we set 
We first show that extremal c?&~‘,J’-’ mterpolants are characterized by a 
nonlinear orthogonality property. 
-hIEOREM 4.1. A necessary and suJficient condition that the fzmciioi? 
FE Z’ii>P(iR) is the extremal~? rR~“-interpolanr of afunction on the cbsed set E 
is 
J 
I D”F 1P-l sgn(D’“F) . D”‘C = 0 (4.: ) R 
J%T ecery function G E &J1~~(R) that ranishes on E. 
Pro05 Let Z:*?‘(E) denote the class of functions G E A?“~‘~~ that vanish 
on E. Assume (4.1) holds for every G E X:,“(E). Then HGlder’s inequality 
gives 
(( D”‘F Ii”, = 1 j D’“F (p--I sgn(D’“F) DnzF 
w 
=s 
1 D’“F [P-l sgn(D”zF)(DmF + D”‘G) 
R 
< 11 DTnFllihl /I D”‘F -+ D”G /lo . 
Hence, if we set F + G = H, 
and since this is true for every function H E flN.n which agrees with F on E, 
the sufficiency of (4.1) is proved. 
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Now assume, G E Ha’” and 
* 
J 1 DmF ID--l sgn(D”F) D”G = A > 0. (4.3) R 
Given Q, > 0 we choose b so large, Ib = [-b, b], such that for all 1 E 1 < E,, 
I I D”F - eD”G ID-l/ D”G 1 < $A. (4.4) WI, 
Then we choose 6 > 0 such that for any set D C 4 with measure 1 D j < 6 
we have 
s 1 D”F /P--l / D”G I < $A. (4.5) D 
Next we find a closed subset CC Ib of measure I C I > 2b - 6 in which 
DmF and D*“G are continuous (Lusin’s theorem). We also assume that C 
is so chosen that DmF(x) f: 0 for x E C. Let 
I$; 1 D”F(x)I = p. (4.6) 
Furthermore choose Ed < E,, so that 
mi~ac” I D”G(x)l < ,u/el . 
Then for 1 E I < or 
s 1 D”F 13-l sgn(D”F - eDTaG) D”G 4 
3’ J 
/ D”F 19-l sgn(DQzF - eDmG) DmG - $A 
c 
= 
s 1 D”F 19-l sgn(D”F) D”G - $A C 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
> A - QA - $A - $A = &4. 
Thus we can choose Ed < Ed such that for 1 E I < c5! 
s / DmF - cDmG [p--l sgn(D”F - cDmG) D”G > $A. (4.9) Ib 
Equation (4.9) together with (4.4) yields 
E I 1 DmF - EDO’G jp-l sgn(D”‘F - cDn’G) D”G > &A, 
0 < E < +, . 
R (4.10) 
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Therefore, using Hblder’s inequality again, 
Since this is impossible, so is (4.3), and the necessity of condition (4.1:) is 
proved. 
We now set, for abbreviation, 
j D*F j ~-l sgn(D”F) = (D”F)f-I, (4.12) 
Let I be an open interval which contains none of the points of E. Then (4.1) 
implies 
hence the restriction of (D”F)f-’ to I is a polynomial of degree < ~71 - 1: say 
(DrV)),“-l(x) = P,(x), x E I* (4.14) 
Then 
sgn D”“F(x) = sgn PI(x), 
1 D’“F(x)j = [ P,(x)~~:‘“-~!, x E I, (4 15) 
D”F(x) = j P1(x)illcY-l’ sgn P&c). 
In particular, D”F is continuous in I and has one-sided limits at the finite 
endpoints of I. Also, D’“F is infinitely differentiable in I between zeros of P, . 
Suppose a = inf E > - 03. Since 
j D”F(Q” = I J’a(x)Ilf[l!‘P-l’l, x < a, (415) 
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where P, E Pm-l, we conclude that F cannot be in Zrn~~ unless P, = 0. 
The same conclusion holds for x > b if b = sup E < co. Thus 
D”F(x) = 0, x<infE and x>supE. (4.17) 
Now consider an isolated point xi of E, and choose 8 > 0 so that 
[xi - 6, xi + S] n E = {xi}. Al so choose functions Gi E %?“(R) with support 
in [xi - 6, xi + S] and such that DkGj(xi) = Sik (j = l,..., nz - 1; 
k = O,..., m - 1). Then integration by parts in (4.1) gives 
p-l-j(p~F)~-l(Xi + 0) - D - -' m 1 'pq-l(xi + 0) = 0, 
j = l,..., rl2 - 1. (4.18) 
Thus, (D”F)f-l has continuous derivatives of order < m - 2 at the isolated 
points of E. In particular, if a = inf E > -co is an isolated point then 
by (4.17) 
D”(D”F)f’-l(a + 0) = 0, k = 0, l,..., 171 - 2 (4.19) 
and the corresponding result holds for b = sup E. 
In the following let E’ denote the set of limit points of E. Both R \ E 
and R \ E’ are open sets and are the unions of disjoint open intervals. 
Condition (4.13) can be expressed as D”(D”F),Y-l(x) = 0 for x E R \ E, 
and condition (4.18) as (DmF)z-’ E %Pz--2(lR \ E’). We thus have proved 
THEOREM 4.2. If F is the extrernal 2 “,P-interpolant of a function dejined 
on the closed set E then 
(i) (D”F);-l E V?m(R \ E) n %m-2(R \ E’), 
(ii) DTt’(DmF)f-l(x) = 0, x E R \ E, (4.20) 
(iii) DnlF(x) = 0 for x < inf E and x > sup E. 
Condition (4.2Oi) reduces to a simpler one at points x where DnlF(x) f 0. 
Assume D”‘F(x) > 0. Then 
D(D”F);-‘(x) = (p - 1)(DmF)P-2(x) D”+lF(x), 
and this function is continuous at x if and only if DmtlF is. Similarly for the 
higher derivatives. Thus, we have 
COROLLARY 4.1. At points x where DvzF(x) f 0 condition (4.2Oi) of 
Theorem 4.2 is equitlalent to 
The dericatit?es DF(x),..., D”“F(x) exist and are continuous if x $ E. 
(4.2Oi’) 
The derioatioes OF(x),..., D2”-“F(x) exist and are continuous if x $ E’. 
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We indicate the few changes that must be made if we deal with the extension 
of a Taylor field rather than a function. We assume E is closed, the Taylor 
field (1.1) is of order < 1~ - 1 and it is induced by a function in A+,“@& 
so that a function F with minimal s I DmF 13 exists for *which 
(l/k!) D’;F(x) = J;;(x) k = 0,l )~.., p(x) - I, x E E. 
We say that F is the extremal S’ ‘“YP-interpolant of a Taylor field on E of 
height p. In place of Theorem 4.1 we have 
THEOREM 4. la. A necessary and suJicienf conditiorz that the ftl~ii~,~ 
FE Xwz~p(W) is the extremal 3 m.%lterpolarzt of a Taylor Jieid oj- vavi&!e 
height p < m on the closed set E is 
s 1 DmF /B--l sgn(D’“F) D D% = 0 (4.21) w 
for every function G E JP~~(R) for which 
D;“G(x) = 0, k = 0, 1, . . . . ILL(X) - 1, x&Y. (4.X?? 
Theorem 4.2 is replaced by 
THEOREM 4.2a. If F is the extremal Srii. P-interpolant of a Taylor ,field qf 
variable height p < m on the closed set E then 
(i) (D”F);-l E %P(rW \ E); Dk(DnLF);-l(x) exists and is continuous it 
x E R \ E/-for k = 0, l,..., m - 1 - p(x) [no condition if&) = m], 
(ii) IP(D”F);-‘(x) = 0, x E R \ E, 
(4.23) 
(iii) D”F(x) = 0 for x < inf E and x > sup E. 
Corollary 4.1 also has its analogue. For x such that D’“F(x) i 0 condi- 
tion (4.23i) is equivalent to 
OF(x): . . . . D”“F(x) exist and are continuous if x $ E. 
DF(x)...., D$nz-l--p(a)F(x) exist and are continuous if x $ E’ (4.23i’) 
[no condition if p(x) = IN]. 
We have shown that the extremal X”,Y-interpolant of a function or a 
Taylor field on a closed set E is the solution of a multipoint boundary-value 
problem of the nonlinear (if p f 2) differential equation 
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where E is the set of boundary points, which appear as knots (points of 
diminished smoothness) of the solution. If x is a boundary point such that 
x E E \ E’ and &q) < ~71 then the condition 
,"-"-"'"'(o".F)~-l(x) exists and is continuous, (4.25) 
is nonvacuous, and specifies a “spline continuation” across the point x. 
If x E E’ or p(x) = M, then there is no spline continuation across X, and we 
say these points form the essential boundary Eb of the problem 
Eb = E’ U {x E E: E”(X) = m}. (4.26) 
Suppose x* E EO . Let {f-} and {f+> denote the restrictions of the Taylor 
field (f} to (x < x*} and {x 3 x,>, respectively, and let F,+ and F,- denote 
the corresponding extremal Z “pg-interpolants. Then clearly 
F,-69, x < x* ) 
E;;,(x) = 
F*+(x), x > x*, 
defines the extremal Z”>P-interpolant of {f}. Thus each point of the essential 
boundary breaks the extremal extension problem up into uncoupled 
problems. Eb is a closed set. Let 
R\E, = UJv, (4.27) 
where each J, is an open interval and J,, n J, = 4 for p + v. We call the J, 
the disjoht intervals of the extension problem. The above discussion shows 
that the extremal X”“‘P-extension problem breaks up into a set of uncoupled 
problems, one for each disjoint interval. 
Let J be one of the disjoint intervals. The set J n E is discrete and, more- 
over, ,u(x) < HZ - 1 for x E J n E. The restriction of (f} to J n E consists of 
and 
fo(x>,fi(-lc>,...,f,ca,(X), XcJnE (4.28a) 
fo(x*),fi(x*>,...,f-l(x*) (4.28b) 
at each of the finite endpoints of J (if any). Observe that J n E may be 
empty. This can happen only if J has at least one finite endpoint since we 
assumed CrtEp(x) 3 m. 
Put EJ = J n E and suppose FJ is the restriction to / of-the extremal 
X”>“(R)-interpolant of {f>. 
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By Theorem 4.2a we have 
(i) FJ E S?“‘“(J); (DmFJ)fpl E ?Y?vz(j ‘., E,); D”(DmFJ)f~T~ exists sod is 
continuous at x E EJ for k = 0, l,..., ~1 - 1 - IL(X), 
(ii) D”(DW’FJ)~-l(~) = 0, x E i\ El ~ 
(iii) (l/k!) DkFJ(.u) = f&) for k = 0, l,..., p(x) - 1, .Y E EJ J 
(l/k!) DkFJ(x) = f!<(x) for 0, 1, . . . . 171 - 1, s E E, \ EJ . 
(4.29) 
Observe that the last condition refers to the finite endpoints of EJ (if any). 
If sup J = "3, sup EJ < m then D?F’(x) = 0 for x > sup EJ by Thso- 
rem 4.2a. This condition is not formulated in (4.29) since it is an automatic 
consequence of (4.29ii) and the fact that FJ E X”,p(J). A similar comment 
holds for the case inf J = - co, inf Ed7 > - co. 
Suppose now that the function F satisfies conditions (4.29). If EJ is a finite 
set then we can perform integration by parts in the integral 
and, using properties (4.291, ii), we obtain 0 for any function G E SF”!.“(S) 
for which D”G(x) = 0 (k = 0, l,..., P(X) - 1, x E EJ) and L)%(x) = @ 
(k = 0, l,.,.: y1z - 1; x E gJ \ EJ). By Theorem 4.la and because of (4.29iii) 
F is the restriction to J of the extremat ~“‘?I~jR)-interpolant of (i). T!:us, 
we have proved 
THEOREM 4.3. If J is me of the disjoint interuals oj” the Z+iY’“~lJ-extensicxt 
problem al?d EJ = J n E isJinite then FJ E Z1il’P(f) is the restriction to J o;r 
the extremal ~1nl~(R)-ir2teryolarzt of the Ta;:lop j?eld {f > if and ody &f condi- 
. . . . 
tiom (4.291, 11, III) are satisfied. 
Thus, for each disjoint interval J that contains only finitely many of the 
points of E, the component FJ of the extremal S’P~Z~P(R)-extension f {.f) is 
completely characterized as the solution of a boundary-value problem, as 
formulated in (4.29). In particular, if E is finite itself and p(x) < na for all 
x E E, (hence there is only one disjoint interval J = 58) then the extremal 
XnZ.P(R)-interpolant F?, of(f) is completely characterized by (429). 
In the next section this characterization of the extremal 3’P’~P-interpolants 
will be proved for disjoint intervals containing Snitely many points of E. 
It should be observed that proving the sufkiency of conditions (4.29) is 
equivalent to proving that the boundary-value problem has a unique solution. 
In fact, if FJ is the extremal extension; then FJ is a solution of the boundary- 
value problem (4.29) by Theorem 4.2a, and if the latter has only one solution 
640/5/3-4 
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it must be FJ . Conversely, if every solution of (4.29) is an extremal extension 
then there can be no more than one solution since the extremal solution is 
unique. 
5. INFINITE DISCRETE SETS 
As in the preceding section let J denote one of the disjoint intervals for 
the Z”,p-extension problem. We now assume that the set EJ = En J of 
interpolation nodes contained in J is infinite. 
To prove the following theorem we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. stlpyose x0 < x1 < xe < *.*, lim x, = x, < co, J = (x,, , x,), 
DW(x) = ofor x + x0 ) x1 )...) jJ[ UIQ<coforsomeq,l<q<w.Then 
sup 1 D’W(x)l = o([ x,+~ - x, l-k-1/~) as II --j co k = 0, 1,2,... . 
zn<z<3cn+1 (5.1) 
Proof. Let 
Then 
for some K > 0 independent of n. Since the left-hand side is o(i x,+~ - x, I-‘) 
as n + co we conclude 
an1 = o(l x,+1 - x, Ip) as II + 03, I = 0, l)...) 172 - 1. (5.4) 
From (5.2) 
and by (5.4) 
m-1 
sup 
x,<z<z*+1 
I DW(x)l < I x,+~ - x, I-” 1 I anz I & 
Z=k 
= o(l x,+1 - x, Ipl/Q) as II--+ co, k=0,1,2 ,.... 
(5.5) 
Remark. The lemma is clearly valid also for q = 1 aud q = .x. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose J = (a, b), - 00 < fl < b < co: E.i is a discrete ret 
in J, and (fj is the Taylor$ekd 
(i) FE sP”“(J), (D”F)z-’ E W”(J \ E,); D”(D”F) fc;T?s e &s and I: co.+ 
timoza at x E EJ for k = 0, I,..., m - 1 - p(x). 
(ii) D”‘(D”F)~-’ (x) = 0, x E J\ E,, 
(5.7) 
(iii) (l/k!)D”F(x) = f&), k = 0, I,..., ,u(x) - 1, .Y E Ej , 
(l/k!)D”F(a) =fk(a); k = 0, l,...: tiz - 1 ifa > -a: 
(l/k!)DT(b) = h;(b), k = 0, I>..., m - 1 if b < +‘x,, 
has a unique solution F = FJ . FJ is the esfrenzal ~“l.“(b)-inte~polant oj” tile 
jieid (f> I 
PYOOJ By Theorem 4.la and the remarks at the end of Section 4 it 
suffices to prove 
J 
(.DmFJ)~-lD”G = 0 i.5.8) 
J 
for every function G E 2’Wp(J) for which 
DLG(x) = 0, k = 0,l ,..., p(x) - 1, x E EJ 5 
D”G(a) = 0, k = 0, l,..., 111 - 1 if a>---, (5.9) 
D”G(b) = 0, k = 0, l,..., m - ! if b<+o?. 
We carry out the proof for the case 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
We set 
U = (D”“F,)f-I. 
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Since FJ E Xm~p(J), U is in 89(J) (p-l + q-l = l), and because of (5.7ii), 
U satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 7.1. Therefore, 
sup j D”U(X)l = o( 1 X,+l - X, 1 -k--1/*) as IZ + co, k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
%<Z<%+1 (5.12) 
If one performs (nz - 1) integration by parts in (5.8) and uses (5.7i, ii) 
and (5.9), one obtains 
Jr2 ukcn)-1 
J U(x) DmG(x) dx = c (- l)“-l(D”U D”-“-lG)(x,). (5.13) a k=O 
Since G&J = 0 (IZ = 0, l,...), there are points enk such that 
x, d E?Zk e -yn+m-1 n = 0, l,..., 
D’G(fnd = 0 12 = 1, 2,..., m - 1. 
-’ D”-1(&y) = J D”G(8 &, (5.15) 5n,m-1 
we obtain by the use of Holder’s inequality 
hence 
Xn~x~xn+r~-l I D” lG(x)l = 4 x,+,-l - xn I-) max as ~--+a. (5.16) 
Since 
*’ D~I-“G(~) =
1 D”-lG(f) dt, E.,nL-z 
(5.16) gives 
Xn~x~xn+m-l I D”‘-“GWI = 4 x,+,-l - xn ll+l’g) max as n---t co. (5.17) 
Proceeding in this fashion, one obtains generally 
Xn<~~~+m+m-I / D”z-k-lG(x)I = o(l x,+,-~ - x, Ik+l’y) as n-+co, 
k = 0, l,..., m - 1. (5.18) 
Set 
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BY (5.13, 
D”U(X,(,)) = o(6,k-1’*), 
and by (5.18), 
Dm-k-lG(x,(,)) = 0(6;‘l’n)~ 
Thus, (5.13) gives 
.~:Nifll 
I U(x) PC(x) dx = o(l) -a 
k = 0, I,... 
k = 0, I,... . 
and this proves (5.8). 
If 
then we start with 
s 
xt? uh-1 
z_ UP’G = 1 (-l)k-l(DkUD’-‘i-‘G)(x,) 
n E=O 
uh-1 
- c (- I)~-l(Dh:UDm-~-lG)(~_n) (5.22) 
IL=0 
and proceed as above with each of the two sums in (5.22) separately, to 
conclude (5.8). This exhausts all possibilities, hence Theorem 5.1 is com- 
pletely proved. 
By the result of Theorem 5.1 and the remarks made in Section 4 concerning 
the breakup of the boundary-value problem (4.23) we have demonstrated 
that the boundary-value problem uniquely characterizes the extremal 
Z”~P-extension of a function or Taylor field. This is the solution of 
Problem III of the Introduction. 
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6. THE CONE OF T~%J-SPLINES 
We consider the class of extremal #n’lP-interpolants of Taylor fields of 
given height p < ~fz on a given set E. 
A function F: R -+ R that satisfies the conditions 
(i) FE X”‘“(R), (D”F)z-l E V(R \ E) n V’-“(R \ E’), 
(ii) D”‘(D”li)~-l(.u) = 0, x E R \ E, (6.1) 
where E is a closed subset of R, will be called an 2P~~-spZine with (simple) 
knots in E. If F satisfies the conditions 
(i) FE %“‘“(R), (D”F)F-’ E gm(R \ E), DL(DmF)iGf exists and is con- 
tinuous at x E R \ E’ for k = 0, l,..., IN - 1 - ,u(x), (6.2) 
(ii) D”(D”F)z-‘(x) = 0, x E R \ E, 
where E is a closed set and p a function E - {l,..., nz - l}, F will be called 
an A+~~-spline with knots of (variable) ndtiplicity ,u in E. 
It was seen in Sections 4 and 5 that F is an tin>“-spline with knots of 
multiplicities p in E if and only if F is the extremal z?“P”-interpolant of the 
Taylor field {f] 
fk(x) = (l/k!) DkF(x), k = 0, I,..., /L(X) - 1, XEE. (6.3) 
It was also proved that F is an Z “>p-spline with knots of multiplicity p in E 
if and only if 
I [w (DTnF);-l D”G = 0 (6.4a) 
for every function G such that 
D”G(x) = 0, k = 0,l ,..., ,u(x) - 1, xgE. (6.4b) 
We denote the class of X”J’-splines with knots of multiplicity p in E by 
y = yg;; (y?y if ,u = 1). We wish to study some topological properties 
of Y as a subset of the Banach space Xrn,D with the norm 
G -+ II G IIn = 1.8 I G(xi)l” + s, 1 D”G I’)“‘. 
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(6.5) 
Here we will assume that {xl,..., xnz} is a fixed subset of E. 
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For a closed set E and multiplicity function p: E - (I ,...: m> we have the 
essential boundary 
Eb = E’ u {x E E: /L(X) = nz) (6.6) 
introduced in Section 4. We redefine, if necessary, the multiplicity function or. 
such that 
p(x) = 117, x E E’. (5.7) 
This is justified since if the Taylor field (f) has an Z”*“-extension E’, then. 
FE %~-l(R) and f E %?r+l(E) (by Whitney’s definition). The valuesf(,u)> x E ET 
determine uniquelyf,(x),...,f,-,(x) for x E E’ such that 
(l/k!) DY&Y) = h(X), k = 0, l,.... rn - 1, XEE. 
With convention (6.7), (6.6) becomes 
Eb = {x E E: /L(X) = m]-. (6.8) 
We call the points of Eb the essential knors and those of E \ Eb the ?~oB- 
essential knots of the splines in 9:;: . If Eb contains no points other than 
inf E and sup E, we say the elements of 9:;: are eler?lerztary spiines. In t,tis 
case the set E without inf E and sup E is discrete and p < r?r - 1 on this set. 
If a = inf E > - “0, we may have a E E’, hence ~(a) = m, or a $ E’ and 
p(a) < rn - 1; similarly if b = sup E < + cc). 
In Section 4 it was shown that every Ym*p ,,,-spline extension F of a field (J) 
breaks up into segments Fv corresponding to the disjoint intervals J, in the 
decomposition R \ Eb = u J, . The 2?“~P-spline which interpolates the 
restriction of the field to E, = E n 3, is an elementary spline and its restric- 
tion to JV is F,, . Thus we may restrict ourselves to consider only classes of 
elementary splines. 
If 12 = 2 then (D”F)f-’ = DniF and Y is clearly a (linear) subspace of Zrn,a. 
For p + 2, Y is not a subspace (nor convex), but is a cone since FE Y 
implies aF E Y for every LX E R. We prove 
THEOREM 6.1. The cone Y = 9::: of eienleniary splines is closed am’ 
nowhere dense in the normed space Zrn,p~ 
Proof. That 9’ is nowhere dense is trivial. In fact, choose an open 
interval J such that J n E = 4. The restrictions of the functions of 9 to J 
are solutions of the differential equation DV’(D”bF)f-l = 0 and clearly are 
nowhere dense in Sm~?‘(J). To show that 9’ is closed, assume F, E 9 
(n = 1, 2,...), Fn + F in A%?~~P. Set 
e/:, = (DqnF&‘-’ = ) D”F, I’-’ sgn(D”F,), 17 = 1, 2,,.., 
W = (D’“F)y-’ = j D”F I’-’ sgn(D’Q!). 
(6.9) 
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The functions U, and Vare in 59(R) (p-l + q-l = 1). The restriction of U, 
to any bounded interval J such that J n E = q5 is a polynomial of degree 
< nr - 1, and the convergence Fn --f Fin X msp implies uniform convergence 
U., + U on J, hence U, + U in L?‘Q(J). Therefore also U, + U in L?“(K), 
where K is any compact interval such that K n E is a finite set. 
Given E > 0, let K, be so chosen that K, n E is a finite set, while 
JR,K, 1 DmF je -=c (Be)“. Since F, -+ F in A% one can find N, such that 
JR,K, 1 D”F, Ip < (&)Q for y1 > N, . Then 
and since U, -+ U in -!Zq(K,), we have 
that is, U, + U in Zq(R). 
BY (6.4), 
I 
U D”“G = 0 T‘ (6.1Oa) R 
for every function G E z?~,P for which D”G(x) = 0, k = 0, l,..., P(X) - 1, 
x E E. Therefore also 
(6.10b) 
for every such function G. But this implies FE 9, which was to be proved. 
Suppose FE Z@>“(R). F induces a Taylor field (f> on E 
fE(x) = (l/k!) D”F(x), k = 0,l ,..., p(x) - 1, XEE. (6.11) 
Let F* = SF:TF = SF be the X “‘“-spline interpolant of the field {f}, that is, 
F* E T;,$‘, 
DliF,(x) = DkF(x), k = 0, l,..., p(x) - 1, XEE. 
(6.12) 
We consider F8: as an approximation in 9::: to F, and the map 
S: F + F* = SF as an approximation operator. If p = 2 then S is linear, 
and it is well known that S is the projection of &‘m*2 on Y?&$, that is, 
II F - F+c II2 = $11 F - G II2 , (6.13) 
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where /I j12 is the norm (6.5) forp = 2. In fact, 
II F - G IL = II F - F, - (G - Fdll, , 
and since (G - F,) E Y, while 
DI’(F - F,)(x) = 0 (k = 0, l,..., p(x) - 1, x E E), 
we have by (6.4) 
I’ D’,,(G - F+) D”“(F - F*) = 0 
dIR! 
and clearly also 
(6. Ma) 
il(G - F,)(F - F,)(xi) = 0, i = I,...: nz. (6* Mb) 
Thus 
and (6.13) is proved. 
For y + 2, S is not linear, but hemilinear, i.e., S(zF) = aSF, 01 E R. Nor is S 
the projection of Zrnpg on 9:;;” in the sense that I/ F-S IiD = infGE9 !j F- G /jp a 
However, 
S” = ,y (6.3) 
since the extremal ~?~‘,p-. mterpolant of F, = SF is clearly F* . Moreover, 
S is of bound 1, that is 
II =‘I, G II FII, 3 F E &+I 9 ” 7 (616) 
and equality holds in (6.16) if and only if F E Y. This follows directly from 
the definition of S and Theorem 5.1, according to which the spline interpolsni 
SF is the extremal Z”>P-interpolant. 
Beyond this we prove 
THEOREM 6.2. The approximation operator S = A’::,” that maps the named 
space EfnJ onto the colze Y = Yz,$ of elementary A?m,P-splines is henzffir!ear, 
idernpotent, slightly continuous, and of bound 1. 
Proof. It remains to prove that S is slightly continuous. This means: 
Ftl + F strongly in &9z~P implies SFn - SF weakly in Xwsg. Since 
/I S& j13) < Ij F, I& , the sequence (SF,) is bounded, hence weakly compact. 
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Suppose {SF,} is a weakly convergent subsequence, SF, - F.+ . Then 
F, E z?~*P and 
DkFF,(x) = !i+i DVF,(x) = hi DkF,,(.x) = D”(x), 
k = 0, l,..., p(x) - 1,XEE. (6.17) 
Thus, F, interpolates the same field {f} that F does. 
Set 
U, = (DmSFv);-l, U, = (D”F,)f-l. (6.18) 
The restriction of U, to any interval J which contains no point of E is a 
polynomial of degree < m - 1. On any compact interval K such that K n E 
is a finite set {D’iUv) converges to {DkUu,} uniformly (k = 0, 1,2,...). By 
Theorem 5.1 we conclude that F, is the extremal %“>P-interpolant of the 
field (f}, thus F, = SF and SF, - SF. By familiar arguments one concludes 
that not only the subsequence {SF,}, but the sequence {SFn} converges 
weakly to SF, which was to be proved. 
Remark. Weak convergence of (SF,} implies uniform convergence of 
{DWFn} to D%F for k = 0, l,..., nz - 1, on any compact subset of R. By 
the above proof we also know that {D”SF,} converges to DmSF uniformly 
on any compact interval K that contains only finitely many of the points 
of E. Hence also, 
lim * J n-03 K 1 Dn”SF.n - D”SF 1~ = 0. (6.19) 
We have not been able to prove lim 11 SFn - SF II9 = 0. Of course, for p = 2 
this is true, that is, Sg,;l” is strongly continuous. 
In the next theorem E is assumed to be one of the sequences (3.25a) or 
(3.25b), satisfying the conditions (3.29). It was proved in Theorem 3.2 that 
a Taylor field {f} defined on such a sequence has an Z?‘nJ’-extension if and 
only if 
&I f (Xi ) xi+1 ,'..> Xi+nJIY -=c *, (6.20) 
* 
where the extended divided differences must be interpreted in the proper 
way. The class of all such fields is, in the obvious way, a linear space 
A = 4”,;” and we norm it as follows: 
u> - II {f> IIP = 
/ 
t lhw” + c lf(Xi,...,xi+m)l* (6.21) 
i=l XiGE 
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Here lx’ x2 I > - ,*.., PJ\ is a subsequence of E, x1 < 2 < *.. ,< x”‘, anti if 
xi-l < xi = ,.. - - xi+j < xi+i+l then fO(xifP) in (6.21) stands for fk(-Y fx) 
(ic = O,:..,j). It is readily seen that PnsP L~,~ with the above norm is a uniform!!; 
convex Banach space. 
We define the map R = Rg,;L” from the space 4 oIzto the cone Y by 
R;;;(f) = F, = S;$J-). (6.22) 
We consider Y both with the relative strong and weak topologies of the 
space SP,p. In the context of the boundary-value problem, R is the map 
of the boundary-value vector as an element of & onto the solution as ar? 
element of 9’; R-l is the inverse map. We prove 
THEOREM 6.3. The map R = R:;,P: dz,~z + Yg,: is bounded and s&h@ 
continuous. The imerse map R-l is bounded and contimom. 
Proof. For F, E Y set {f] = R-IF* . In the first part of the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 (with extension indicated in the proof of Theorem 3.la) it is 
shown -that 
(6.23) 
for some constant C, . On the other hand, xi”=, ! f(.$>l” = cbl ! F.+(x+)j”. 
Thus R-l is bounded. In similar way one finds for FzKn E .Y, (f”) = R-l&‘*” 
for some constant C, . One concludes that R-l is continuous. 
For (f> E d set F* = R(f). By the second part of Theorem 3.1 we have 
for some constant C, . Hence R is bounded. Since 9 with the weak topology 
is locally compact, R is bounded and R-l is continuous one concludes in 
familiar fashion that R, as a map from d to 9 with the weak topology, is 
continuous. Thus the theorem is proved. 
Remark. As before, we observe that weak convergence of (F,“f implies 
uniform convergence of {DkF*T2> for k = 0, l,..., m - 1 on any compact 
subset of R; also lim SK / D”F.+” - D”F* Ip = 0 for any compact interval K 
that contains only finitely many points of E. For p = 2, the map R = Rg;;;i 
is linear, hence boundedness of R implies (strong) continuity. In this case, 
R is a norm isomorphism between A and 9 as a subspace of sP@. 
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7. CARDINAL INTERPOLATION 
The problem of cardinal interpolation is to determine a function F, with 
specified properties, that interpolates (extends) a given function f whose 
domain is H, the class of rational integers. We also include the problem of 
interpolating a Taylor field {f) with domain Z, where we require so-called 
Hermite interpolation of the data 
(l/k!) DtF(i) = f&), k=O,l,..., pi-l, i~h. (7.1) 
,uFLi is the multiplicity of the interpolation node i. 
By Theorem 3.2 there exists a solution FE IP~~(R) of this last problem 
with ps < m (i E Z) if and only if 
(7.2) 
Here (l/m!) dkmf(i) denotes the extended ivided differencef(x, , xe ,..., x,+~) 
of Section 3, where 
x1 = x2 = ..- = xwiek = i, x,~-~~+~ = -*a = xui-k+ui+l = i t- 1, 
etc. If (7.2) is satisfied there is, by Theorem 5.1, a unique %“sP-spline F, 
of the field (f}, and F, is the extension of {f} with minimal Joe 1 DmF In. 
If p = 2, F, is the common polynomial (of degree 2m - 1) spline with 
2m - 1 - pci continuous derivatives at the point i E Z. The above result 
generalizes Theorem 2 of Schoenberg’s paper [lo], where p = 2, E.L = 1 are 
assumed (also compare Theorem 9 of [I 11). 
We wish to present an Z’“J’-interpolant of the cardinal field (7.1), which 
is not the extremal interpolant (unless p = 2) but has the advantage that it 
is given as a series expansion involving a finite (small) number of basic 
functions rather than the solution of a boundary-value problem with 
infinitely many boundary conditions. For simplicity we consider only the case 
pi = p = const, 1 <p<rn. if Z. (7.3) 
In this case we have for k = 0, l,..., p - 1 
= [i, i,..., i, i + 1, i + l,...;fa(i),fi(i),...,~-~-l Adi + l>,fiG + %..,I 
(7.4) 
in the notation of Section 3, with i appearing (!A - k) times, (i + 1) !A times 
(if 2~ - k < i?z + l), etc. 
Consider, in particular, fields (e”> (k = 0, I,..., p - 1) defined such that 
Let 6’: be the function G of the proof of Theorem 3.2 [see (3.39)] for the 
configuration Xk [see (3.34)], where the first E.L - k x’s are 0, the next ,u. 
(if 2~ - k < 112 + 1) are 1, etc. Then we have a function Gk E SP,P such 
that ei: = Gk satisfies (7.5). Let Hk be the A@ nvp-sphne that interpoiates the 
field (G”j on Z so that 
dj”‘H”(i) = 6,,6j, , j=O,l,..., ITi- 1, iEZ!. (7.6) 
Hk + PT for any P E .9-l would also be such a spline. The particular choice 
of G” serves to eliminate the ambiguity in the definition of H”. Since G”(x) = 0 
for x < 0 [see (3.39)], we also have 
DX.Hk(i) = 0, i’c = 0, 1 )...) p - 1; i = -i, -2,.., I (7.73 
The series 
converges for x = -1, -2,... [where F+(x) = 01, and 
Because of hypothesis (7.2) it follows that (7.8) converges in the normed 
space SP’~“(R). The same is true of the series 
-1 u-l 
Because of (7.6) we have 
(7.8bj 
4,“(& + F-)(i) = d,y(i>, k = 0, l)...) p - I, i E z. (7.9) 
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Finally, we determine P E P--l such that 
D”P(O) = (&It - F’) 6% k = 0,l Ye.., p - 1, 
(7.10) 
DkPP(l) = ($-i - F,) (I), k = 0,l ,..*, p - 1, 
etc. Then 
F= PfF++F- (7.11) 
is a function in Zrn.p which satisfies (7.1). 
In the case p = 2, (7.11), being the sum of &‘“‘$2-splines, is an ZJ?*$~- 
spline. In this case the functions 
1, x,..., x-“-l, H”(x), Hk(x - 1) )...) Hy-x + l), P--x + 2),..., 
k = 0, l,..., ,u - 1 (7.12) 
form a Schauder basis of the Hilbert space A$;,” (see Section 6). 
THEOREM 7.1. The functions H”(x - i), HX‘(-x + i) defined above 
(k = 0, l,..., p - 1; i = 0, 1, 2 ,...) are Sm*%splines, and for any Taylor 
field (f> on Z of constant height p < m that can be interpolated by an Zrn,p- 
fimtion the expansion 
F(x) = P(x) + “z 1 1 -’ dkmf (i) Hk(-x + i) + 2 Okmf (i) H”(x - i)/, 
k&j i=--m i=O 
with P E Yim-l chosen according to (7.10), converges in the nonned space 
3?~P(Iw) and is an ZnlWnterpolant of {f}. If p = 2 then F is the extrernal 
8wL32-interpolant of {f}, and the functions (7.12) form a Schauder basis of the 
Hilbert space Z’z;i . 
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